Abstract. In the paper the method of calculating of the determinants of block matrices is presented. The three-band matrices are considered, both in the particular case (3D) as well as in the general case.
Introduction
When we attempt to solve many issues connected with heat flow or with the theory of vibrations the system of equations which reading to the band matrix are obtained. Typically, these systems are solved using the numerical methods. This work is an introduction to solve these systems using algebraic methods.
Solution of the problem
Let us consider the following matrices: -the three-band matrix
and -the three-band block matrix
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Then, following the same way we obtain the determinant of matrix A 2
Assuming the polynomial of degree n 2 ( 
where p 1, j are zeros of the polynomial f, for j = 1,…,n 2 ,
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where λ 1 ,…,λ n 1 are eigenvalues of the matrix A 1 and
are the values of the characteristic polynomials W A 1 of the matrix A 1 [2, 3] . Moreover, the determinant of the matrix A 3 is given by the formula
and then applying the polynomial of degree n 3 det det 
